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A                                                                                 A 

I've got a tank full of blues   I'm out at break of dawn 

D7                                                                                                       A 

You know I got my guitar in the back   And a set of new strings on 

E7-4                                                          D7-4                                         A-4   E7-4 

I've got a woman who really wants me   I got another who wants me gone 

 

A                                                                                         A 

I got some cash in my pocket   I'm back on the road again 

D7                                                                                                  A 

Man I got me a pack of cigarettes   I should hit Memphis by ten 

E7-4                                        D7-4                                     A-4   E7-4 

I got nothing but miles to put   Between now and back then 

 

SOLO |A-8| A-8| D7-8| A-8 | E7-4 D7-4| A-4 E7-4| 
 

 

A                                                                                          A 

I turn my radio up   And I drown out of blues down inside 

D7                                                                               A 

Drink the coffee from the cup   I make it longer ride 

E7-4                               D7-4                                         A-4   E7-4 

If I ain't feeling better,   I'm a man who ain't never lied 

 

A                                                                                                               A 

I got a woman that really wants me   I got a woman who wants me gone 

D7                                                                                                  A 

I got a woman that wants me   I got a woman who wants me gone 

E7-4                                  D7-4                                         A-4   E7-4 

I got miles ahead to go    and a tank full of blues to go on 

 

SOLO |A-8| A-8| D7-8| A-8 | E7-4 D7-4| A-4 E7-4| 
 

 

 

 

 



A                                                                             A 

My full tank of blues, Jack   I got a full tank of blues 

D7                                                                                     A 

Yeah, I don't wanna be abused   I don't mind being used 

E7-4                                 D7-4                                             A-4   E7-4 

I got a full tank of blues   Man I can feel it down in my shoes 

 

A                                                                                 A 

I've got a tank full of blues   I'm out at break of dawn 

D7                                                                                                       A 

You know I got my guitar in the back   and a set of new strings on 

E7-4                                                          D7-4                                         A-4    [A] 

I've got a woman who really wants me   I got another who wants me gone 

 

 

  


